Manchester Friday 15 March 2019
London Thursday 04 April 2019

GCSE SCIENCE
CONFERENCE FOCUS
This NEW conference, is designed in the light of the 2018 examinations. The revamped conference will focus on
challenging areas, how to boost grades and how to meet the demands of the questions for examination success in 2019.
This NEW GCSE Science conference will provide students with an excellent and motivational revision day. The conference has
been designed to improve student understanding of all three science subjects with varied, interactive sessions throughout the
day using examples from real exams.
Students will receive high quality advice, guidance and examples from experts in teaching and examining, to help them to
produce examination answers that reach the highest levels. The conference is designed for students of all examination boards.

KEYNOTE PRESENTERS

BENEFITS

Alessio Bernadelli - Alessio has won a number of national
and international education awards for the innovative
and creative way he integrates emerging technologies in
education. He has also developed and led programmes
of CPD for the British Council at National level in Mexico,
Malaysia and Colombia.

• Experience a unique opportunity to hear from leading
experts on all three sciences in the same event

Pete Robinson - Pete is an independent teaching and
learning consultant and chartered science teacher. He is a
highly experienced teacher, educator and science writer,
and was Chair of the Association for Science Education in
2013-4.
Dr Harjit K Singh - Dr Singh is an experienced teacher
and senior examiner for A level Biology. She is a published
author and has presented many biology courses for
teachers and student revision conferences.

• Gain top level advice and guidance on how to access the
higher grades in examinations
• Enhance the understanding of key areas of GCSE
Science, all linked directly to the exam papers, including
transferrable skills that improve revision and exam
techniques
• Take part in interactive examiner workshops to improve
performance in the exams
• Take away a full set of conference notes, with
examination tips and example answers

Call 01625 532974 or book online at www.keynote.org.uk

@keynotecourses

CODE 7206

PROGRAMME

TIME

Welcome and Quick Quiz: Alessio Bernadelli

10.20 – 10.30am

•

Using multiple choice and one mark questions onscreen, across the three options

How to answer Science questions well: Peter Robinson
•
•
•
•

10.30 – 11.00am

Our expert examiner looks at what is required for 2, 3, 4 and 6 mark questions
Transferring the skills – guidance on how to use exam and science techniques across the
three Sciences
Pitfalls to avoid – using examples from real answers, the examiner highlights key errors
students make
Student Activity: Marking exercise to show progression to middle and higher range thinking
and marks

Break and quiz box
•

•
•
•

A Level Biology
11.00 – 11.15am

11.15 – 11.45am

Brilliant use of knowledge: how to use practical assessments to get better exam results
Student Activity: Group exercise looking at example answers and considering how they
could be improved, based on their own experiences
The exercise is based around Ecosystems

Biology – producing excellent answers in exams: Harjit Singh
•
•
•
•

Framingham Earl High School,
April 2018

Submit questions to the experts, with the best winning a prize

Biology session: Harjit Singh

11.45 – 12.15pm

Code: 7175

What are the key ideas for Physics? Alessio Bernadelli

12.45 – 1.15pm

•

How to use the specification ‘key ideas’ sections to boost revision and results
Look at an example Wave Model question to see how the ideas are tested in the exams
1.15 – 1.45pm

Quick quiz on electric circuits
Answering Physics questions with confidence – examiner walks students through how
to answer and improve two examples of Physics questions, using electromagnetic waves
(from Foundation to Higher level)
Student Activity: In pairs, students work on a suggested answer to a further question

Chemistry - How to do excellent data analysis: Peter Robinson

2.00 – 2.30pm

The key errors in student answers for Chemistry – and how to avoid them
Demonstration of how to answer well (at Foundation and Higher tiers) using Energy
Transfer as an example

Excellent answers in Chemistry: Peter Robinson

2.30 – 3.00pm

What are the examiners looking for: information from the 2018 exams
How to revise well, using the Periodic Table as an example
Student Activity: Students test each other exercise

Ask the expert and final top tips: Alessio Bernadelli, Peter Robinson, Harjit Singh
•
•
•

Manchester 05 April 2019
Code: 7201

1.45 – 2.00pm

•
•
•

A Level Physics
London 27 March 2019

Break

•
•

A Level Chemistry
Manchester 03 April 2019

12.15 – 12.45pm

•
•

Manchester 01 April 2019

London 18 March 2019

How to produce high quality answers using Infection as the example topic
‘What’s the infection’ description exercise?
How could this be tested and what do students need to do to get great marks
Student Activity: Students produce their answer to a question and then mark examples of
answers to it, to see how they compare

Physics – answering exam questions with confidence: Alessio Bernadelli

London 22 March 2019

Code: 7173

Lunch

•
•

Lots of excellent advice –
relevant points delivered
clearly and helpfully. Great
example answers which
will be really useful.

3.00 – 3.10pm

Quiz box answers
Question and Answers with the experts
What to do after today to get the best results – an action plan for students

IN-SCHOOL
Nearly 70 interactive GCSE and A Level
Conferences to choose from
To run this and any other conferences in your school, tailored
to suit your student groups and awarding body, call Robert on
01625 532 974 or email robert@keynote.org.uk

Share your costs
Share the costs by combining with schools in your area for student
conferences built around your common needs.

PAYMENT DETAILS
£25 per student plus VAT,
one free teacher place for every 10 student places.
Additional teachers £35 plus VAT. Individual teachers £80 plus VAT.

CONFERENCE DETAILS
Confirmed booking are accepted subject to availability and to the terms and
conditions, which can be found on our website. Places are likely to fill quickly,
therefore early confirmation is advised. Keynote Educational Ltd reserves the
right to amend the programme where circumstances dictate.
Further information and terms can be found at www.keynote.org.uk

Keynote Educational Limited PO Box 130, Wilmslow, SK9 1WD.
T: 01625 532974 F: 01625 532524 E: online@keynote.org.uk W: keynote.org.uk
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